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TM he National Bureau of Standards' was established by an act of Congress on March 3, 1901. The Bureau's overall

goal is to strengthen and advance the nation's science and technology and facilitate their effective application for

public benefit. To this end, the Bureau conducts research to assure international competitiveness and leadership of U.S.

industry, science arid technology. NBS work involves development and transfer of measurements, standards and related

science and technology, in support of continually improving U.S. productivity, product quality and reliability, innovation

and underlying science and engineering. The Bureau's technical work is performed by the National Measurement
Laboratory, the National Engineering Laboratory, the Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology, and the Institute

for Materials Science and Engineering.

The National Measurement Laboratory

Provides the national system of physical and chemical measurement;

coordinates the system with measurement systems of other nations and

furnishes essential services leading to accurate and uniform physical and

chemical measurement throughout the Nation's scientific community,

industry, and commerce; provides advisory and research services to other

Government agencies; conducts physical and chemical research; develops,

produces, and distributes Standard Reference Materials; provides

calibration services; and manages the National Standard Reference Data

System. The Laboratory consists of the following centers:

• Basic Standards^
• Radiation Research
• Chemical Physics

• Analytical Chemistry

The National Engineering Laboratory

Provides technology and technical services to the public and private sectors

to address national needs and to solve national problems; conducts research

in engineering and applied science in support of these efforts; builds and

maintains competence in the necessary disciplines required to carry out this

research and technical service; develops engineering data and measurement
capabilities; provides engineering measurement traceability services;

develops test methods and proposes engineering standards and code

changes; develops and proposes new engineering practices; and develops

and improves mechanisms to transfer results of its research to the ultimate

user. The Laboratory consists of the following centers:

Applied Mathematics

Electronics and Electrical

Engineering^

Manufacturing Engineering

Building Technology
Fire Research

Chemical Engineering^

The Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology

Conducts research and provides scientific and technical services to aid

Federal agencies in the selection, acquisition, application, and use of

computer technology to improve effectiveness and economy in Government
operations in accordance with Public Law 89-306 (40 U.S.C. 759),

relevant Executive Orders, and other directives; carries out this mission by
managing the Federal Information Processing Standards Program,
developing Federal ADP standards guidelines, and managing Federal

participation in ADP voluntary standardization activities; provides scientific

and technological advisory services and assistance to Federal agencies; and
provides the technical foundation for computer-related policies of the

Federal Government. The Institute consists of the following divisions:

Information Systems Engineering

Systems and Software

Technology
Computer Security

System and Network
Architecture

Advanced Systems

The Institute for Materials Science and Engineering

Conducts research and provides measurements, data, standards, reference

materials, quantitative understanding and other technical information

fundamental to the processing, structure, properties and performance of
materials; addresses the scientific basis for new advanced materials

technologies; plans research around cross-cutting scientific themes such as

nondestructive evaluation and phase diagram development; oversees

Bureau-wide technical programs in nuclear reactor radiation research and
nondestructive evaluation; and broadly disseminates generic technical

information resulting from its programs. The Institute consists of the

following Divisions:

• Ceramics
• Fracture and Deformation^
• Polymers
• Metallurgy
• Reactor Radiation

'Headquarters and Laboratories at Gaithersburg, MD, unless otherwise noted; mailing address

Gaithersburg, MD 20899.

^Some divisions within the center are located at Boulder, CO 80303.

^Located at Boulder, CO, with some elements at Gaithersburg, MD
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ABSTRACT

The National Bureau of Standards Message Authentication Code (MAC) Validation

System (MVS) tests message authentication devices for conformance to two data authen-

tication standards: Federal Information Processing Standard Publication (FIPS PUB)

113, Computer Data Authentication, and American National Standards Institute (ANSI)

X9.9-1986, Financial Institution Message Authentication (Wholesale). The MVS is de-

signed to perform automated testing on message authentication devices which are remote

to NBS. This publication provides brief overviews of the two data authentication stan-

dards and introduces the basic design and configuration of the MVS. The requirements

and administrative procedures to be followed by those seeking formal NBS validation

of a message authentication device are presented. The requirements described include

the specific protocols for communication between the message authentication device un-

der test (DUT) and the MVS, the types of tests which the DUT must pass for formal

NBS validation, and general instructions for accessing and interfacing to the MVS. An
appendix with examples illustrating the MVS testing protocol is provided.

Key Words: Automated testing, computer security, cryptography. Data Encryption

Standard (DES). data integrity, message authentication, validation.

1. INTRODUCTION

In automated data processing systems it is often impossible for humans to scan

data to determine if it has been modified. Examination may be too time consuming

for the vast quantities of data involved in modern data processing applications, or the

data may have insufficient redundancy for error detection. Even if human scanning

were possible, the data could have been modified in such a manner that it would be

very difficult for the human to detect the modification. For example, "do" may have

been changed to "do not" or "$1,000'' may have been changed to "$10,000". Without

additional information, the human scanner could easily accept the altered data as being

authentic. This threat may still exist even when data encryption is used. It is therefore

desirable to have an automated means of detecting both intentional and unintentional

modifications to data. Ordinary error detecting codes are not adequate, because, if

the algorithm for generating the code is known, an adversary can generate the correct

code after modifying the data. Intentional modification is undetectable with such codes.

However, a Message Authentication Code (MAC), a type of cryptographic checksum, can

protect against both accidental and intentional, but unauthorized, data modification.
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A MAC is initially calculated by applying a cryptographic algorithm and a secret

value, called the key, to the data. The initial MAC is retained. The data is later verified

by applying the cryptographic algorithm and the same secret key to the data to produce

another MAC; this MAC is then compared to the initial MAC. If the two MACs are

equal, then the data is considered authentic. Otherwise, an unauthorized modification is

assumed. Any party trying to modify the data without knowing the key would not know

how to calculate the appropriate MAC corresponding to the altered data.

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) X9.9-1986, Financial Institution

Message Authentication [Wholesale) [l], makes use of the Data Encryption Standard

(DES) cryptographic algorithm to calculate a MAC. The DES cryptographic algorithm

was published by the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) as Federal Information Pro-

cessing Standard Publication (FIPS PUB) 46, Data Encryption Standard [2], in 1977.

The specific method for using the DES to calculate a MAC was published by NBS as

FIPS PUB 113, Computer Data Authentication [3], in 1985.

In 1984, the U.S. Department of Treasury issued a policy directive, Directive 81-80,*

Electronic Funds and Securities Transfer Policy [4], which established the requirement

that the department's electronic funds transfer (EFT) messages be authenticated using

ANSI X9.9 on all systems by 1988. In addition, the Department of Treasury instituted

a program to certify message authentication devices and published Criteria and Proce-

dures for Testing, Evaluating, and Certifying Message Authentication Devices for Federal

E.F.T. Use [6]. To assist the Department of Treasury with its certification program,

and to fulfull an ongoing goal of providing testing methodologies to support the devel-

opment and implementation of Federal and voluntary commercial standards, NBS has

developed the MAC Validation System (MVS) to test message authentication devices for

conformance to FIPS PUB 113 and ANSI X9.9-1986. The development of the MAC Val-

idation System was partially funded by the Security Programs Office of the Department

of Treasury.

The following section summarizes FIPS PUB 113 and ANSI X9.9. Subsequent sec-

tions describe the design of the MVS (Section 3), the protocols used and tests performed

by the MVS (Sections 4, 5, and 6), the procedures to be followed by those seeking formal

NBS validation of a message authentication device (Section 7), and the current status of

the MVS (Section 8). Examples illustrating the MVS testing protocol are provided in an

appendix.

2. AUTHENTICATION STANDARDS

2.1 Computer Data Authentication (FIPS PUB 113)

FIPS PUB 113 defines an algorithm for calculating the MAC that is consistent with

ANSI X9.9 and the Department of Treasury's Electronic Funds Transfer Policy. The MAC

* In 1986, Directive 81-80 was superceded by Directive 16-02 [5].
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Figure 1. The MAC Calculation

calculation (see Figure l) is based on the DES cryptographic algorithm which transforms

64-bit input blocks (li) to 64-bit output blocks (Oi) using a cryptographic key (K). The

data to be authenticated is grouped into contiguous 64-bit blocks (Dl,D2,...,Dn). If the

number of data bits is not a multiple of 64, then the final data block (Dn) will be a partial

block of data, left justified, with zeros appended to form a full 64-bit block. After the

first data block (Dl) is encrypted using DES, the output (01) is exclusive-ORed to the

second data block (D2) to form the next input (12) to the DES. This process continues

until the final data block (Dn) is exclusive-ORed to a DES output block (On-1), and

the result is used as the last input (In) to the DES. The left-most M bits of the final

DES output (On) are taken as the MAC, where 16 < M < 64, and M is a multiple of 8;

typically M = 32 bits.

Since the outputs of each DES transformation are chained to the inputs of the next

DES transformation, the final MAC is a function of each bit of data and the secret cryp-

tographic key. When the key is unknown, the alteration of a single bit of data will cause

an unpredictable alteration of the MAC. Therefore, any intruder who intercepts authen-
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ticated data and attempts to make an alteration will not know what the corresponding

MAC for the altered data should be. The message authentication algorithm may be used

to protect any data (transmitted or stored) which is exposed to possible modification

between the initial generation of the MAC and the subsequent regeneration of a MAC.
It does not detect errors which occur before the initial MAC is generated.

2.2 ANSI X9.9

Using the same message authentication algorithm as FIPS PUB 113, the ANSI X9.9

standard defines a uniform process for protecting wholesale financial messages with 32-

bit, 48-bit, or 64-bit MACs. The process is independent of the transmission media, can

be implemented in both automated and manual systems, and is usable by both large and

small financial institutions.

Authentication of an entire message provides the best protection against unautho-

rized modification of data. However, in some applications, it is more desirable to authenti-

cate only selected contents of a message. ANSI X9.9 defines procedures for authenticating

an entire message or only certain essential selected contents of a message, called message

elements.

2.2.1 The Authentication Process

Given a message to be transmitted from the originator to the recipient, the authen-

tication process involves three steps.

The originator of a message computes a MAC from the contents (or selected contents)

of the message using a secret key and one of five authentication options provided by

the standard. The five authentication options, which are described in more detail

below, include one option for binary data and four options for ASCII messages.

The choices of the authentication option and the method of exchanging keys are

the responsibility of the originator and the recipient, and should be specified using

procedures that are part of a bilateral agreement between the originator and the

recipient.

The originator transmits both the unencrypted message and its MAC to the recipient

of the message.

The recipient computes a MAC from the contents (or selected contents) of the re-

ceived message (excluding the received MAC itself, and its delimiters, if any) using

the same authentication option and key used by the originator. The computed MAC
is then compared with the MAC received with the message.

The authentication process provides verification that the contents (or selected con-

tents) of a message have not been accidentally or deliberately modified during transmis-

sion between the originator and the recipient. In addition, the identity of the originator

. 4



of a message is implicitly verified by the proper use of the correct secret key. By includ-

ing the date and a unique message identifier in a message, the authentication process

also provides verification of the uniqueness of a message (i.e., that the message is not a

duplicate). The message identifier, which must be authenticated, is a value that does not

repeat (typically a sequence number), such that there is not more than one message with

the same message identifier that has the same date and uses the same key.

The authentication process alone does not guarantee absolute security. The pro-

tection provided applies only to the parts of a message that are actually authenticated.

Other parts of a message may be subject to undetectable alterations. Physical, person-

nel, and procedural security controls are necessary for the secure implementation, use,

and protection of the authentication process and devices. Keys must be protected in

accordance with ANSI X9.17, Financial Institution Key Management (Wholesale) [7j.

2.2.2 The Binary Authentication Option

The binary authentication option of ANSI X9.9 applies the authentication algorithm

to the entire body of a message represented as a sequence of bits. The MAC is placed in

the message in a predetermined location according to a bilateral agreement between the

originator and the recipient. The binary authentication option provides compatibility

with FIPS PUB 113 and is the recommended option for the authentication of bulk data.

2.2.3 The Coded Character Set Authentication Options

ANSI X9.9 provides four coded character set options which apply the authentication

algorithm to either the entire contents or selected contents (i.e., message elements) of

ASCII messages. The four authentication options differ in the parts of a message which

are actually authenticated, i.e., which parts are input to the authentication algorithm in

order to compute a MAC for the message.

(1) The Entire Message with No Editing Option applies the authentication algorithm to

the entire message.

(2) The Extracted Message Elements with No Editing Option applies the authentication

algorithm only to the message elements and any delimiters present.

The two non-editing options are recommended for the authentication of data whenever

the transmission medium provides transparency.

(3) The Entire Message with Editing Option applies the authentication algorithm to the

entire message, but first edits the contents according to several editing rules which

substitute spaces for carriage returns and line feeds, convert all alphabetic characters

to upper-case, delete all but certain acceptable characters, eliminate leading spaces,

and compress sequences of consecutive spaces.
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(4) The Extracted Message Elements with Editing Option applies the authentication

algorithm only to the message elements and any delimiters present after editing the

contents as in (3) above.

The two editing options are recommended for the authentication of ASCII data whenever

the transmission medium (e.g.,a BAUDOT network, Telex) is not transparent to the

character set being used (i.e., some of the characters are used for control or formatting

purposes).

All characters included in the MAC computation must be represented as 8-bit ASCII

characters with the leftmost bit set to zero and the right-most seven bits set as defined

by ANSI X3.4, Code for Information Interchange [8]. If the message is represented

by a different character set (e.g., EBCDIC), then the portions of the message to be

authenticated must be transformed into ASCII before computing the MAC.

In all four coded character set options, an ASCII message contains fields (i.e., message

elements), which are contiguous strings of characters designated for a specific purpose.

Examples of fields that may appear in a financial message include the identities of the

credit, debit, and beneficiary parties, the transaction value and currency types, the value

date, and the identity of the key used for authentication (IDA). These fields may or may
not appear in a message, but they must be authenticated if they do appear.

Fields that must always appear in a message and must also be authenticated include

the date of message origination (Date) and a message identifier (MID). A MAC must

also appear in a message, but is not included in the MAC computation. The formats of

the IDA, Date, MID, and MAC fields are fixed by the standard, and each of these fields

may appear only once in a message.

In order to locate and identify the fields in a message they must be either implicitly

or explicitly delimited. A field is implicitly delimited if its placement in a message is

either fixed or unambiguously specified by format rules. A field is explicitly delimited

if its placement in a message is identified by a complementary pair of opening and clos-

ing explicit delimiters without any intervening delimiters. The standard establishes the

following opening and closing explicit delimiters:

OPEN CLOSE

Date QD-

QK-

QM-

QX-

QT-

-DQ

-KQ

-MQ

-XQ

-TQ

IDA

MAC
MID
Text
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Figure 2 depicts a sample financial nnessage which uses these explicit delimiters.

The use of implicit delimiters versus explicit delimiters and the formats of fields that

are not fixed by the standard should be specified in the bilateral agreement between the

originator and the recipient.

TO YOUR BANK

FROM OUR BANK

QD-80 07 14-DQ ///// 1056/ QX-127-XQ

QT-

TRNSFR USD $1234567,89 FRM ACCNT 48020-166

///// TO ACCNT 40210-178

-TQ

KEEP ON QT EXPECT VISIT ON FRIDAY OF
NEW DIV VP ON PROJECT QT-QWERT-TQ BE

Careful

REGARDS

QUIRTO
QK-1357BANKATOBANKB-KQ
QM-D21F 3879-MQ

Figure 2. Sample Financial Message

3. DESIGN OF THE MAC VALIDATION SYSTEM

3.1 Design Philosophy

The MVS is designed to allow testing of message authentication devices from loca-

tions remote to the MVS. The automated MVS tests can be performed on a message

authentication device via telephone lines. Shipping and set-up expenses are thus elimi-

nated.

A message authentication device is validated for an option when it passes the appro-

priate MVS tests. Since there are an infinite number of possible tests and the number of

tests that the device will be required to complete is limited, validation of an option does

not guarantee 100% conformance with the corresponding option in the standards.
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The intent of the validation process is to provide a rigorous conformance test which

can be performed at a modest cost. NBS does not try to prevent a dishonest message

authentication device vendor from purchasing a validated device and remotely validating

the device as the vendor's own product. However, customers who wish to protect them-

selves against a dishonest vendor could require that the vendor revalidate the device in

the customers' presence.

3.2 Basic Configuration and Operation

Figure 3 depicts the basic configuration for testing a device using the MVS. The MVS
is implemented on a Personal Computer (PC) that is equipped with a DES encryption

board. A public domain Remote Bulletin Board System (RBBS) and a 300/1200 baud

modem are used to provide controlled dial-up access to the MVS.

PC

DUT DPC MODEM ^ MODEM - - RBBS - MVS

VENDOR LOCATION NBS

DUT = Device Under Test

DPC = Device Protocol Converter

PC = Personal Computer

RBBS = Remote Bulletin Board System

MVS = MAC Validation System

Figure 3. Basic Configuration for Testing

To conduct testing of a device under test (DUT) from a remote location, a user

must have a 300/1200 baud modem and communications software (8 data bits, no parity,

1 stop bit, full duplex operation). In addition, the user must provide a device protocol

converter (DPC) to interface the DUT with the MVS. The DPC is typically implemented

in software (sometimes firmware) which is independent of the DUT and is used to convert

the protocols of the DUT to and from the protocols of the MVS.

To access the MVS, the user must first log in to the RBBS with an assigned identifier

and password. Various features of the RBBS will permit the user to change the assigned

8



password and to read bulletins which describe the operation of the system, list currently

validated products, and provide any other important information. Other features of the

RBBS, including personal mail and file uploading/downloading, are disabled.

Having successfully logged in to the RBBS, the user gains access to the MVS via

the "WINDOW" feature of the RBBS, which allows the running of programs external

to the RBBS. After selecting the MVS program, the user must log in to the MVS with

an assigned identifier and password. The MVS will then display a menu, from which the

user can choose to change his assigned password, run debug tests, run validation tests,

or check testing status.

All RBBS, MVS, and testing activity is logged to permit monitoring of the systems

to aid in resolving any discrepancies with expected test results.

4. BASIC PROTOCOL

The MVS has the capability for testing for conformance to any of the five ANSI

X9.9 authentication options. The test for the binary authentication option of ANSI X9.9

will also test for conformance to FIPS PUB 113. ANSI X9.9 specifies the use of 32-bit,

48-bit, or 64-bit MACs, and FIPS PUB 113 specifies the use of MAGs whose lengths are

a multiple of 8 bits, ranging from 16 bits to 64 bits. However, in testing with the MVS,
only 32-bit MACs are used.

For each of the five authentication options, the MVS has both a Validate and a

Debug Suboption, as illustrated in Figure 4. The Validate Suboptions provide the actual

tests which the DUT must pass in order to earn formal NBS validation. The Debug

Suboptions are provided solely as debugging tools for the user and are not required for

formal NBS validation.

The Debug and Validate Suboptions may be run on a trial basis in any order and

as many times as desired. However, for formal NBS validation, the user shall select the

final validation process and specify which of the five options are to be tested. Since the

Binary Option is a prerequisite for the Coded Character Set Options, the Binary Validate

Suboption will always be performed in the final validation process, along with any of

the Coded Character Set Validate Suboptions which are specified. After the desired

options have been specified, the corresponding Validate Suboptions will be performed

automatically, without interruption, in the following sequence:

(1) Binary Validate Suboption

(2) Coded Character Set/Entire Message/No Editing Validate Suboption

(3) Coded Character Set/Extracted Message Elements/No Editing Validate Suboption

(4) Coded Character Set/Entire Message/Editing Validate Suboption

(5) Coded Character Set/Extracted Message Elements/Editing Validate Suboption

9



BINARY
VALIDATE Suboption

OPTION
Debug Suboption

T

OPTIONS

ENTIRE MESSAGE

NO EDITING

OPTION

—
VALIDATE Suboption

Debug Suboption

VALIDATE SuboptionEXTRACTED ELEMENTS

CODED

CHARACTER

SE NO EDITING

OPTION Debug Suboption

ENTIRE MESSAGE
WITH EDITING

OPTION

VALIDATE Suboption

Debug Suboption

EXTRACTED ELEMENTS
WITH EDITING

OPTION

VALIDATE Suboption

Debug Suboption

Figure 4. Suboptions Provided by the MVS

Examples of test sessions between the MVS and a DUT are shown for several suboptions
in Appendix A.

4.1 Message Flow: Validate Suboptions

Figure 5 depicts the message flow for the Validate Suboptions. When a Validate
Suboption is selected, the DUT shall send a ready message to the MVS to indicate that
the DUT is ready to proceed with testing.

In each of the Coded Character Set Validate Suboptions, the MVS will send ten key
messages to the DUT. Each key message will contain a key and corresponding identifier

to be used during testing. After receiving the ten key messages, the DUT shall respond
with a continue message to indicate that it is ready to continue with the testing. The
key messages and continue message are not used in the Binary Validate Suboption.

Next, a series of validation tests will be performed. Each validation test will consist
of a request message, a response message, and a confirm^ message. The request message is

sent from the MVS to the DUT to request that the DUT perform one of two operations:

10



DUT DPC

<

Ready Message

10 Key Messages*

Continue Message*

Request Message

Response Message

Confirm Message

Request Message

DUT = Device Under Test

DPC = Device Protocol Converter

MVS = MAC Validation System

MVS

Response Message >
Confirm Message<—

Completion Message

*The key messages and continue message are not used in the Binary Validate Suboption.

Figure 5. Message Flow for the Validate Suboptions

1) compute a MAC, or 2) compute a MAC and compare it to a MAC included in the

request message. The response message is sent from the DUT to the MVS with the

appropriate response for the operation performed. The confirm message is sent from the

MVS to the DUT to indicate whether or not the DUT returned the correct response.

During validation testing the MVS will maintain a retest count, consisting of four

decimal digits, which will be initialized to four zeros. The retest count is divided into

two subfields. The first subfield, consisting of the left-most digit of the retest count, will

indicate the final status of a Validate Suboption. The second subfield, consisting of the

three right-most digits of the retest count, indicates the number of tests that are retested

during a Validate Suboption.

Whenever the DUT receives a key message or request message from the MVS, the

DUT may respond with a repeat message, in which case the MVS will resend the message.

Normally, a repeat message is not counted against the DUT. However, if the MVS receives

three consecutive repeat messages, then the first subfield of the retest count will be
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incremented by 1. Testing will terminate (as described below), and the DUT will not

receive credit for successfully completing the suboption.

Whenever the DUT provides an incorrect response to a request, the MVS will au-

tomatically repeat the same request in the next test. If the DUT provides the correct

response within two retests using the same request, then the second subfield of the retest

count will be incremented by 1 and testing will continue with the next test using a new re-

quest. However, if the DUT provides an incorrect response for three tests using the same

request, then the first subfield of the retest count will be incremented by 2. Testing will

continue but the DUT will not receive credit for successfully completing the suboption.

At any point during a Validate Suboption, either the MVS or the DUT may option-

ally terminate the testing by sending a kill message to the other device. If a kill message

is sent or received by the MVS or if the connection between the MVS and DUT is dis-

connected for any reason, then the first subfield of the retest count will be incremented

by 4. The DUT will not receive credit for successfully completing the suboption.

Upon completion or termination of a Validate Suboption, the MVS will send a

completion message to the DUT containing the retest count which indicates the final

status of the validation testing for that suboption. If the retest count is less than 0006

(fewer than 5 tests were retried, and the first subfield has not been incremented because

of a kill message, three consecutive repeats received, or a test failure), then the suboption

will be considered to be successfully completed.

In the final validation process, the Validate Suboptions which have been selected will

be performed in succession, without interruption. After the DUT completes one Validate

Suboption and the MVS sends a completion message indicating successful completion

of that suboption, the next selected Validate Suboption will begin, and the MVS will

wait for the DUT to send a ready message, as described above. In the event that the

DUT fails a Validate Suboption during the final validation process, the MVS will send a

completion message indicating that the suboption has been failed, and no further testing

will be performed.

4.2 Message Flow: Debug Suboptions

The debug suboptions provide simulated testing situations in which the roles of the

MVS and the DUT are reversed. During a debug suboption, the DUT may send request

messages to the MVS, and the MVS will return correct response messages. The debug

suboptions are provided solely to aid the user in debugging the DUT and are not required

for formal NBS validation.

Figure 6 depicts the message flow for the Debug Suboptions. The message flow for

the Debug Suboptions is similar to the message flow of the Validate Suboptions, except

that:
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(1) The MVS (not the DUT) will send a ready message after a Debug Suboption has

been selected by the user. (The MVS will resend the ready message every three

seconds until the DUT responds.)

(2) The DUT (not the MVS) will send request messages, and the MVS (not the DUT)
will send response messages.

(3) The DUT may send repeat messages to request retransmission of response messages

(as opposed to retransmission of request messages or key messages) sent by the MVS.

(4) There will be no confirm messages sent by either the MVS or the DUT.

(5) There will be no retest count.

(6) There will be no completion message sent by either the MVS or the DUT. The DUT
may terminate the testing at any point during a Debug Suboption by sending a kill

message to the MVS.

Ready Messago

10 Key Messages*

Continue Message*

DUT DPC

Request Message

Response Message

DUT = Device Under Test

DPC = Device Protocol Converter

MVS = MAC Validation System

-5>

->

Response Message

>

Kill Messaqe >

MVS

*The key messages and continue message are not used in the Binary Debug Suboption.

Figure 6. Message Flow for the Debug Suboptions
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4.3 Message Formats

Each message sent between the MVS and the DUT shall consist of ASCII characters

and shall be terminated with an ASCII ETX character (control-C). In addition, the ETX
character will be used within some messages to separate keys, key identifiers, and data

within the message. In this document the ETX character will be designated by "('Cj".

The ASCII hexadecimal characters which are used in the following message formats are

the ASCII characters 0-9 and A-F, which represent 4-bit binary values. These ASCII

hexadecimal characters must be translated into their equivalent 4-bit binary values and

packed into 8~bit bytes prior to processing. The notation < 16 hex > in the following

message formats represents exactly 16 ASCII hexadecimal characters that specify the

value of a 64-bit cryptographic key with odd parity. The notation "j/i" represents an

ASCII space character, and the notation "h" represents an ASCII hexadecimal character.

The formats for the messages described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 are as follows:

o A ready message shall have the format READY(*C) .

o A key message shall have the format

KEY= < 16 hex > ('C)IDA= < 0-16 chrs > ('C)

where < 0-16 chrs > represents from 0 to 16 characters taken from a restricted set

of ASCII characters* that specify the identifier of the corresponding cryptographic

key. Key messages shall only be used in the Coded Character Set Options.

o A continue message shall have the format CONTINUE('C). Continue messages shall

only be used in the Coded Character Set Options.

o A request message shall have one of four formats.

(a) For the Binary Option, a request message for which a MAC is to be computed

shall have the format

,
' KEY= < 16 hex > (*C)DATA= < up to 1000 hex > ("C)

where < up to 1000 hex > represents up to 1000 ASCII hexadecimal characters

that specify binary data.

* ANSI X9.9-1986 requires that "the IDA shall conform to the requirements for key

identifiers of ANSI X9. 17-1985." Thus, the format of the IDA field for ANSI X9.9-1986

shall be 0 to 16 characters from the following 42-character subset of the ASCII characters:

the digits (0-9), the uppercase letters (A-Z), comma (,), solidus (/), dash or hyphen (-),

asterisk (*), and open and close parentheses (() and ()).
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(b) For the Binary Option, a request message for which a MAC is to be computed

and compared with a MAC contained in the message shall have the format

KEY= < 16 hex > ('C)DATA=QM- < 9 chrs > -MQ < up to 985 hex > ('C)

where < 9 chrs > represents 9 ASCII characters that specify a MAC in the

format hhhh^hhhh, and where < up to 985 hex > represents up to 985 ASCII

hexadecimal characters that specify binary data.

(c) For the Coded Character Set Options, a request message for which a MAC is

to be computed shall have the format

DATA= < up to 1000 chrs > ('C)

where < up to 1000 chrs > represents up to 1000 ASCII characters, excluding

the ASCII NUL (control-®) and ETX (control-C) characters.

(d) For the Coded Character Set Options, a request message for which a MAC is

to be computed and compared with a MAC contained in the message shall have

the format

DATAM= < up to 1000 chrs > ('C)

where < up to 1000 chrs > represents up to 1000 ASCII characters as in request

message format (c) above.

o A response message shall have one of four formats.

(a) In the Binary Debug Suboption, if a request message contains a protocol format

error (i.e. does not correspond to one of the four request message formats above)

or in the Coded Character Set Options, if the corresponding request message

contains data that violates an ANSI X9.9 formatting rule (e.g., missing field,

incorrect field format), then the error shall be indicated in a response message

which shall have the format QU-^]l>^*'^^^Mq{'C).

(b) If a computed MAC is to be returned, then it shall be returned in a response

message which shall have the format QM-hhhh^hhhh-MQ('C).

(c) If a MAC is to be computed and compared against a MAC received in the

request message, and the two MACs are equal, then the MAC shall be returned

in a response message which shall have the format QM-hhhh+hhhh-MQ('C).

(d) If a MAC is to be computed and compared against a MAC received in the

request message, and the two MACs are not equal, then the received MAC shall

be returned in a response message which shall have the format QM-hhhh*hhhh-

MQ(X).
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, o A confirm message shall have either the format PASS("C) or the format FAIL('C).

o A kill message shall have the format KILL("C).

o A repeat message shall have the format REPEAT (^C).

o A completion message shall have either the format

OPTION COMPLETED BUT FAILED, RETEST COUNT = < xyyy > (^C)

which indicates that the corresponding Validate Suboption was failed and where

< xyyy > represents 4 decimal digits which indicate the retest count, or the format

OPTION COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY('C)

which indicates that the corresponding Validate Suboption was completed success-

fully.

5. BINARY OPTION

In the Binary Option a request message shall consist of a key and data, formatted

according to request message format (a) or (b) of Section 4.3. The given key shall be used

to compute a MAC for the given data, which shall be converted to binary data before it

is passed to the MAC algorithm.

A request message may or may not contain a MAC. If a request message does not

contain a MAC, then request message format (a) is used, and up to 4000 bits of binary

data which are represented by up to 1000 ASCII hexadecimal characters may be specified.

The corresponding response message shall indicate the computed MAC using response

message format (b).

If a request message contains a MAC, then request message format (b) is used,

and the MAC field shall appear as the first 15 characters of data in the format QM-
hhhh];ihhhh-MQ and shall not be included in the MAC computation. Up to 3940 bits

of binary data which are represented by up to 1000 - 15 = 985 ASCII hexadecimal

characters may be specified. The corresponding response message shall indicate the

appropriate MAC using either response message format (c) or (d) depending on whether

or not the computed MAC matches the MAC contained in the request message.

5.1 Validate Suboption

The Validate Suboption of the Binary Option permits the MVS to test the DUT by

sending request messages to the DUT consisting of specially selected key and data values.
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Ready Message: READYCC)

Request Message: KEY=<16 hex>("C)DATA=<up to 1000 hex>rc)
"~or—

KEY=<16 hex>rC)DATA=QM-<9 chrs>-MQ<up to 985 hex>rc)

Response Message: QM-<9 chrs>-MQrC)

Confirm Message: PASSCO
-or-
FAILfC)

Completion Message: OPTION COMPLETED BUT FAILED. RETEST COUNT=<xyyy>rC)
-or-
OPTION COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLVCC)

("O = ASCII ETX Character

<hex> = ASCII Hexadecimal Character

<chrs> = ASCII Characters (some of which may be hexadecimal)

<xyyy> = 4 ASCII Decimal Digits

Figure 7. Message Formats for the Binary Validate Suboption

Figure 7 summarizes the messages and their formats for this suboption. The Binary

Validate Suboption is a prerequisite to the Coded Character Set Validate Suboptions.

After this suboption is selected and the DUT sends a ready message to the MVS,
the MVS will send a request message to the DUT consisting of a key and data. If

the DUT recognizes a MVS protocol error in the request message, then the DUT may
respond with a repeat message, in which case the MVS will resend the same request

message. Otherwise, the DUT shall respond with a response message that specifies the

appropriate MAC for the given request message. Upon receiving the response message,

the MVS will send a confirm message to the DUT to indicate whether or not the MAC
specified in the response message was correct. Upon completion of this suboption the

MVS will report the status of the validation testing to the DUT by sending a completion

message.

Tests involving the following types of key and data combinations are performed in

the Binary Validate Suboption:
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(1) Selected key and data combinations (without a MAC) which are related to those

given in Appendix B of NBS Special Publication 500-20, Validating the Correctness of

Hardware Implementations of the NBS Data Encryption Standard [9], except that the

data consists of the given data with one to eight ASCII hexadecimal ones appended.

235 tests of this type are performed.

(2) Selected key and data combinations (without a MAC) which are related to those

generated by the DES Maintenance Test as specified in NBS Special Publication

500-61, Maintenance Testing for the Data Encryption Standard [10], except that

the data consists of the generated data with one to eight ASCII hexadecimal ones

appended. 192 tests of this type are performed.

(3) Key and data combinations (without a MAC) which are randomly generated. At

least 100 tests of this type are performed. Some of these combinations consist of

data whose length is not a multiple of 64 bits so that the DUT must correctly pad

the data in the MAC computation.

(4) Key and data combinations (with a MAC) which are randomly generated. At least

100 tests of this type are performed. Approximately half of the MACs are randomly

chosen to be incorrect.

5.2 Debug Suboption

The Binary Debug Suboption permits the DUT to send the MVS request messages

consisting of key and data combinations. The MVS will either return correct response

messages for these request messages or indicate that the DUT's request message is not

properly formatted (see Section 4.3). This suboption is provided for the user's benefit

and is not required for formal NBS validation. Figure 8 summarizes the messages and

their formats for the Binary Debug Suboption.

6. CODED CHARACTER SET OPTIONS
I.

Each of the Coded Character Set Suboptions begins with an initial exchange of

ten keys and corresponding key identifiers using key messages formatted as described in

Section 4.3. If subsequent request messages do not contain an IDA field as part of the

data, then the first of the ten transmitted keys is used to compute the MAC for the

corresponding data.

In the Coded Character Set Options a request message uses either request message

format (c) or (d) of Section 4.3, and contains a message formatted according to the rules of

ANSI X9.9. In both cases, the request message may or may not contain a MAC. Explicit

delimiters specified in ANSI X9.9 are used to locate and identify needed information such

as the IDA and MAC fields. Implicit delimiters are not used.
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Ready Message: READY("C)

Request Message: KEY=<16 hex>('C)DATA=<up to 1000 hex>rc)
-or-
KEY=<16 hex>rC)DATA=QM-<9 chrs>-MQ<up to 985 hex>(*C)

Response Message: QM-<9 chrs>-MQrC)

Kill Message: KILLfC)

(*C) =

<hex> =

<chrs> -

ASCII ETX Character

ASCII Hexadecimal Character

ASCII Characters (some of which may be hexadecimal)

Figure 8. Message Formats for the Binary Debug Suboption

If the request message uses request message format (c), then a MAC shall be com-

puted. The computed MAC shall not be compared with a MAC which may appear in

the request message. If a MAC does not appear in the request message, then this fact

shall be ignored (i.e., the response message shall not indicate a format error.) If 1) a

MAC does appear in the message and it is not properly delimited or formatted, or 2)

any other ANSI X9.9 formatting rules are violated, response message format (a) shall be

used. If the request message is formatted correctly according to ANSI X9.9, the response

message shall indicate the computed MAC using response message format (b).

If the request message uses request message format (d), then a MAC shall be com-

puted and compared with a MAC which must appear in the message. If the computed

MAC compares successfully with the received MAC, response message format (c) shall

be used. If the MACs do not compare, response message format (d) shall be used. If a

MAC does not appear in the request message, or any other ANSI X9.9 formatting rules

are violated, response message format (a) shall be used.

6.1 Validate Suboptions

The Coded Character Set Validate Suboptions permit the MVS to test the Dl'T

by sending request messages to the DUT. Figure 9 summarizes the messages and their

formats for these suboptions.
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Ready Message: READYCO

Key Message: KEY=<16 hex>("C)IDA=<0-16 chrs>rc)

Continue Message: CONTINUECC)

Request Message: DATA=<up to 1000 chrs>CC)
-or-
DATAM=<up to 1000 chrs>("C)

Response Message: QM-<9 chrs>-MQrc)

v^uniiiiTi ivi6ssaye. rMOOV
-or-
FAIL("C)

ConnDletion Messaae* OPTION COMPLETED BUT FAILED RETEST COUNT=<xvvv>(*C)
-or-
OPTION COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLYfC)

,

rc) = ASCII ETX Character

<hex> = ASCII Hexadecimal Character

<chrs> = ASCII Characters (some of which may be hexadecimal)

<xyyy> = 4 ASCII Decimal Digits

Figure 9. Message Formats for the Coded Character Set Validate Suboptions

After one of the suboptions is selected and the DUT sends a ready message to the

MVS, the MVS will send ten key messages to the DUT. When the DUT has received the

ten key messages, it shall send a continue message to the MVS. The MVS will then send

a request message to the DUT consisting of an ASCII message with explicit delimiters.

If the DUT recognizes a MVS protocol error in the request message, then the DUT may
respond with a repeat message, in which case the MVS will resend the same request

message. Otherwise, the DUT shall respond with the appropriate response message for

the given request message. Upon receiving the response message, the MVS will send a

confirm message to the DUT to indicate whether or not the response message was correct.

Upon completion of this suboption the MVS will report the status of the validation

testing to the DUT by sending a completion message.
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In each of the Coded Character Set Validate Suboptions the following will be tested:

(1) Messages requiring only the computation of a MAC. Approximately three fourths of

the messages will require that a MAC be computed, but not compared to a MAC
which may or may not appear in the message. These messages will use request

message format (c).

(2) Messages requiring computation of a MAC and comparison with the MAC contained

in the message. Approximately one fourth of the messages will contain MACs that

shall be compared with the computed MAC. These messages will use request message

format (d). Approximately one half of these messages will contain incorrect MACs.

(3) The example message given in Appendix B of ANSI X9.9.

(4) Messages that shall be modified by deleting characters, inserting characters, modi-

fying characters, and transposing characters.

(5) Messages of varying lengths, and hence, requiring varying amounts of padding during

the MAC computation.

(6) Messages with the entire ASCII character set (excluding the NULL and ETX char-

acters), and messages with the parity bits set for each character.

(7) Processing of explicit delimiters, including messages that contain incomplete ex-

plicit delimiters, lowercase explicit delimiters, unexpected opening explicit delim-

iters, missing closing explicit delimiters, unexpected closing explicit delimiters, mis-

matched closing explicit delimiters, and pairs of explicit delimiters that are trans-

posed.

(8) Processing of fixed message element formats, including the Date, IDA, MID, and

MAC fields.

(9) Processing of required message elements, including the Date, MID, and MAC fields,

and processing of optional message elements, including the IDA and Text fields.

(10) Handling of message elements that should appear only once in a message, including

the Date, IDA, MID, and MAC fields, and handling of message elements that may

appear more than once in a message, including the Text field.

(11) Messages with the message elements arranged in diff"erent orders.

(12) Application of the editing rules in the proper order, including processing of messages

with carriage returns and line feeds, processing of lowercase alphabetics, processing

of characters other than the uppercase letters, digits, space, comma, period, dash,

solidus, asterisk, and open and close parenthesis, processing of messages (or message
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elements) containing leading spaces, and processing of messages containing sequences

of consecutive spaces (internal and trailing).

6.2 Debug Suboptions

The Coded Character Set Debug Suboptions permit the DUT to send the MVS
request messages. These suboptions are provided for the user's benefit and are not

required for formal NBS validation. Figure 10 summarizes the messages and their formats

for these suboptions.

Ready Message: READYfC)

Key Message: KEY=<16 hex>("C)IDA=<0-16 chrs>rc)

Continue Message: CONTINUEfC)

Request Message: DATA=<up to 1000 chrs>(*C)

-or-
DATAM=<up to 1000 chrs>("C)

Response Message: QM-<9 chrs>-MQrc)

Kill Message: KILLfC)

CO = ASCII ETX Character

<hex> - ASCII Hexadecimal Character

<chrs> = ASCII Characters (some of which may be hexadecimal)

<xyyy> = 4 ASCII Decimal Digits

Figure 10. Message Formats for the Coded Character Set Debug Suboptions

Once a Coded Character Set Suboption is selected and a ready message is sent from
the MVS to the DUT. the DUT shall send ten key messages to the MVS. After the

MVS has received the keys and is ready for testing it will send a continue message to the

DUT. The DUT shall then send a request message consisting of data, using either request

message format (c) or (d) of Section 4.3. The data may contain explicit delimiters as

specified in ANSI X9.9. The MVS will respond with the appropriate response message.

The DUT may optionally terminate testing by sending a kill message to the MVS. In the

event that the DUT sends a request message which is not properly formatted (i.e., does
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not conform to request message format (c) or (d)), the MVS will terminate testing by

sending a kill message to the DUT.

7. VALIDATION PROCEDURES

This section outlines the administrative procedures to be followed by a vendor or

other organization seeking formal NBS validation of a message authentication device.

7.1 Written Application to NBS

A written application containing the following information shall be sent to NBS.

o The name, address, and telephone number of the applicant and of the person within

the applicant's organization who will be responsible for the validation testing.

o A brief functional description of the message authentication device to be tested,

including the name, model number, serial number, and version number of each major

hardware/software component of the device.

o A list indicating the authentication options against which the device is to be vali-

dated.

Written applications for message authentication device validation should be addressed to

Manager, Security Technology Group

Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology

National Bureau of Standards

Gaithersburg, MD 20899

7.2 Information Supplied to the Applicant by NBS

Upon receipt of a written application, NBS will provide the applicant with the

telephone number of the RBBS/MVS, the identifiers and passwords required to access

the RBBS/MVS, and specific instructions concerning use of the RBBS/MVS.

7.3 Testing of the Message Authentication Device

Validation testing of the message authentication device shall be conducted using

the RBBS/MVS via remote dialup. If the device fails the validation, then either l) the

deficiency within the device may be corrected and testing repeated, 2) the options against

which the device is to be validated may be changed and testing repeated, or 3) the device

may be withdrawn from the validation process.
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7.4 Completion of Testing

If and when the message authentication device successfully completes the desired set

of options, or the device is withdrawn from the validation process, then the applicant

shall contact NBS. Validation of the a message authentication device is subject to written

confirmation by NBS.

7.5 Final Status of Validation Testing

NBS will report the final status of the validation testing to the applicant and issue

a validation certificate indicating the options that were successfully completed. (See Ap-

pendix B for a sample Validation Certificate.) Note that formal NBS validation of the a

message authentication device using the MVS is not equivalent to Department of Treasury

certification. In addition to the NBS validation testing, Department of Treasury certifi-

cation also requires that the device pass all of the other certification criteria specified in

Criteria and Procedures for Testing, Evaluating, and Certifying Message Authentication

Devices for Federal E.F.T. Use [6].

8. CURRENT STATUS OF THE MVS

The NBS MAC Validation System has been fully functional since May, 1986. Ven-

dors, banks, and other organizations both in the United States and in Europe have used

the MVS to test message authentication devices. NBS has awarded several message au-

thentication device validation certificates, some for devices which conformed to all five

authentication options. The MVS has detected flaws in some device implementations,

which were later corrected. The time required for testing, using a 1200 baud modem
(within the U.S.), has averaged 20-30 minutes for the Binary Option and 15-20 minutes

for each of the Coded Character Set Options. A list including the names of vendors and

organizations who have validated message authentication devices and the options against

which the devices have been validated can be obtained by writing to the manager of the

Security Technology Group at the address listed in Section 7.1.
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APPENDIX A: EXAMPLE MVS TEST SESSIONS

Example test sessions between the MVS and a DUT are shown for several suboptions.

The complete protocol, including the message flow and the message contents, is depicted,

e.g.,

READY (^^C)

READY MESSAGE

For each message, the type of message and its direction is shown by a dashed arrow.

The message contents are depicted above the dashed arrow. All non-printable control

characters are displayed preceeded by an up arrow (carat) and shown within parentheses.

For example, the character control-C is shown as ('C).

A.l Binary Validate Suboption

A. 1.1 Example of Successfully Completed Test Session

This example depicts a successfully completed test session. The test session starts

with a READY MESSAGE and proceeds with a series of n tests (i.e., test 1, test 2,

test n). Each test consists of a REQUEST MESSAGE, a RESPONSE MESSAGE, and a

CONFIRM MESSAGE. Notice that test 1, for example, includes a REQUEST MESSAGE
which contains data for which a MAC must be computed, but NOT compared to a MAC
which may appear in the message (in this example, there is no MAC in the data to

be compared against). However, test 2, for example, includes a REQUEST MESSAGE
which contains data for which a MAC must be computed and compared to a MAC which

appears in the data (the MAC appears at the beginning of the data and is delimited

by "QM-" and "-MQ"). In this example, the DUT passes every test, sends no REPEAT
MESSAGES, and does not send a KILL MESSAGE. Thus, the test session ends with a

COMPLETION MESSAGE which indicates successful completion of the suboption.
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DUT MVS

READY ("C)
READY MESSAGE

KEY=1C587F1C13 92 4FEF (^C) DATA=F3 2 9 2 7EAC4 3 3 9C6E111 (
' C)

< . REQUEST MESSAGE

QM-D7E5 A7D6-MQ("C) ( TFQT 1
RESPONSE MESSAGE > ^ '

'

'

PASS CC)
- CONFIRM MESSAGE

KEY=1F2F1C6BCEE5EA07 (^C) DATA=QM-AEB1 79 1F-MQ4 3 4 9 3 19 (^C)
< REQUEST MESSAGE

QM-AEB1*791F-MQ('C) f ^ ^DTTcpDMc^P Mr.c;.qar;F ^ / I to I c.RESPONSE MESSAGE

PASS ("C)
CONFIRM MESSAGE

KEY=E9323864518302D0 (*C) DATA=QM-9F29 C755-MQ968C44BD
6EC52863 5F2 01BC3557E32AFAD2D61C15FA2 55CE8B44162 58F80

C2B2EF608275E4 ('C)
< REQUEST MESSAGE

QM-9F29+C755-MQ("C) . _ _
- RESPONSE MESSAGE > f TEST D

PASS CC)
-- CONFIRM MESSAGE

OPTION COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY ( "C)
COMPLETION MESSAGE

Example A. 1.1
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A. 1.2 Example of Unsuccessfully Completed Test Session

Because of Three Consecutive Repeats

This example depicts an unsuccessfully completed test session. The test session starts

with a READY MESSAGE and proceeds normally with a series of tests. However, after

several tests, the DUT encounters a test in which, for some reason, the DUT responds

to the REQUEST MESSAGE with a REPEAT MESSAGE (to request retransmission

of the REQUEST MESSAGE) three (3) consecutive times. The MVS retransmits the

REQUEST MESSAGE for each REPEAT MESSAGE it receives, and, after repeating the

REQUEST MESSAGE the third time, the MVS terminates the test session by sending

a KILL MESSAGE. The test session ends with a COMPLETION MESSAGE which

indicates that the suboption was unsuccessfully completed. The retest count of 1000

indicates that the test session was terminated by the MVS after receiving three (3j

consecutive REPEAT MESSAGES.
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READY (^C)
READY MESSAGE >

KEY=100791159819 010B(^C) DATA=00 000000000 0 000 0111 ( 'C)
< REQUEST MESSAGE

QM-9CAC F7C9-MQ{^C)
• RESPONSE MESSAGE -

PASS (^C)
CONFIRM MESSAGE

KEY=07A7137 04 5DA2A16 (^C) DATA=3BDD119049 3 72 8 021 (^C)
< REQUEST MESSAGE

REPEAT (^C)
REPEAT MESSAGE >

KEY=07A7137045DA2A16 (^C) DATA=3 BDD119 049 3 72 8 02 1
( ^C)

REQUEST MESSAGE

REPEAT (^C)
REPEAT MESSAGE >

KEY=07A7137 04 5DA2A16(^C) DATA=3BDD1190493728021 ( ^C)
REQUEST MESSAGE

REPEAT (^C)
. REPEAT MESSAGE

KEY=07A7137045DA2A16 (^C) DATA=3BDD1190493728021 (^C)
< REQUEST MESSAGE

KILL(^C)
< KILL MESSAGE

OPTION COMPLETED BUT FAILED, RETEST COUNT=1000 ( ^C)
< COMPLETION MESSAGE

Example A. 1.2
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A. 1.3 Example of Test Passed After Two Incorrect Responses

This example depicts a successfully completed test session in which a particular

test requires three attempts before it is passed. The test session starts with a READY
MESSAGE and proceeds normally with a series of tests. However, after several tests,

the DUT encounters a test to which, for some reason, the DUT provides an incorrect

response. Since the response is incorrect, the test is automatically retried; that is, the

MVS gives the DUT another attempt at the same test. Again the DUT provides an

incorrect response, and again, the test is automatically retried. On the third attempt

at the test, the DUT provides the correct response, and hence, passes the test. Testing

continues with the next test. In this example, the DUT passes every test, no additional

tests are retried, and the DUT does not send a KILL MESSAGE. Thus, the test session

ends with a COMPLETION MESSAGE which indicates successful completion of the

suboption. Note that, since a single test was retried, the final retest count (which is not

included in the COMPLETION MESSAGE) would be 0001.
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DUT MVS

READY ( "C)
READY MESSAGE

KEY=1C567F1C13924FEF('-C) DATA=892479ED4 0A3 53B211 ( "C)
REQUEST MESSAGE

QM-EOAE B421-MQ(-C) 1 TFc:t i
- RESPONSE MESSAGE > / '

^-^
'

I

PASS (

-- CONFIRM MESSAGE

KEY=29 46A1C1AEAS6730 ("C) DATA=4DED5 5C0FACA308 01111 CC)
REQUEST MESSAGE

QM-E719 8C7B-MQ('-C) K TEST i

- RESPONSE MESSAGE > ( 1

FAIL("C)
— CONFIRM MESSAGE

KEY=2946A1C1AEA86780 ("C) DATA=4 DED5 5C0FACA3 08 0 1 1 11
( "C)

REQUEST MESSAGE

QM-F82A 9D8C-MQ('^C) V TEST
- RESPONSE MESSAGE > (

'2

FAIL( 'C)
-- CONFIRM MESSAGE

KEY=2 9 4 6A1C1AEA8 67 8 0 C ) DATA=4 DED5 5C0FACA3 08 0 1 1 1 1
( "C)

< REQUEST MESSAGE

QM-D608 7B6A-MQ(''C)
- RESPONSE MESSAGE - TEST i.

PASS ( ^C)
CONFIRM MESSAGE

KEY=A2F3 62 5E9E7 3 7 67 9
( 'C) DATA=QM-8F1B 7 655 -MQ3 1 ICFAO 9

8

0BAC3 4 5F913 524FB4F67 699 60D894E4B3 8 3 63 3E44C4 8C53999DEF
0E794E ("C)

REQUEST MESSAGE

QM-8F1B*7655-MQ('C) } TEST i+1
- RESPONSE MESSAGE >

PASS ( "C)
-- CONFIRM MESSAGE

OPTION COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY C)
< COMPLETION MESSAGE

Example A. 1.3
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A. 1.4 Example of Test Failed Because of Three Incorrect Responses

This example depicts an unsuccessfully completed test session in which a particular

test is failed. The test session starts with a READY MESSAGE and proceeds normally

with a series of tests. However, after several tests, the DUT encounters a test to which,

for some reason, the DUT provides an incorrect response. Since the response is incorrect,

the test is automatically retried; that is, the MVS gives the DUT another attempt at

the same test. Again the DUT provides an incorrect response, and again, the test is

automatically retried. On the third attempt at the test, the DUT once again, provides

an incorrect response, and the test is considered failed. Testing continues with the next

test. In this example, no additional tests are retried or failed, and the DUT does not

send a KILL MESSAGE. Thus, the test session ends with a COMPLETION MESSAGE
which indicates that the suboption was unsuccessfully completed. The retest count of

2001 indicates that the test session was unsuccessfully completed due to a failed test and

that a single test was retried at least one time.
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DUT MVS
READY CC)

READY MESSAGE

KEY=1C5 8 7F1C13 92 4FEF C^C) DATA=892479ED4 0A3 5BB211 ("C)
< REQUEST MESSAGE

QM-EOAE B421-MQ(^C)
- RESPONSE MESSAGE -

PASS ("C)
CONFIRM MESSAGE

KEY=294 6A1C1AEA8678 0 CC) DATA=4DED55C0FACA3 08 0 1111 C^C)
. REQUEST MESSAGE

QM-E719 8C7B-MQ("C)
- RESPONSE MESSAGE -

FAIL("C)
— CONFIRM MESSAGE -

KEY=2946A1C1AEA86780 ("C) DATA=4DED55C0FACA30801111 ( ^C)
< REQUEST MESSAGE

QM-F8 2A 9D8C-MQ("C)
- RESPONSE MESSAGE -

FAIL(^C)
CONFIRM MESSAGE

KEY=2946A1C1AEA86780 ("C) DATA=4DED5 5C0FACA3 08 0 1 1 1 1 ( C)
REQUEST MESSAGE

QM-F82A 9D8C-MQ('C)
- RESPONSE MESSAGE

FAIL("C)
CONFIRM MESSAGE

KEY=A2F8625E9E737679 (^C) DATA=QM-8F1B 7655-MQ311CFA098
0BAC3 4 5F913 52 4FB4F67 69960D894E4B3 83 63 3E44C48C53 999DEF

0E794E('C)
< REQUEST MESSAGE

QM-8F1B*7655-MQ(''C)
- RESPONSE MESSAGE -

PASS CO
CONFIRM MESSAGI

OPTION COMPLETED BUT FAILED, RETEST COUNT=2 001 (^C)
< COMPLETION MESSAGE •

Example A. 1.4
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A. 1.5 Example of Kill Message Sent by DUT

This example depicts an unsuccessfully completed test session in which the DUT
terminates the test session by sending a KILL MESSAGE. The test session starts with

a READY MESSAGE and proceeds normally with a series of tests. However, after

several tests, the DUT encounters a test to which, for some reason, the DUT provides

an incorrect response. Since the response is incorrect, the test is automatically retried,

that is, the MVS gives the DUT another attempt at the same test. However, the DUT
decides, for some reason (e.g., it knows why it provided an incorrect response and wants

to correct the problem rather than continue with testing), to terminate the test session

by sending a KILL MESSAGE to the MVS. The test session ends with a COMPLETION
MESSAGE which indicates that the suboption was unsuccessfully completed. The retest

count of 4000 indicates that the test session was unsuccessfully completed due to a KILL

message sent by the DUT.
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DUT MVS

READY (^C)
READY MESSAGE

KEY=2 01A4 3 4 54 5D51901 CC) DATA=2 2F4 9 04 ("C)
REQUEST MESSAGE

QM-588D 42A7-MQ("C)
RESPONSE MESSAGE > \ TEST 1

PASS ("C)
- CONFIRM MESSAGE

KEY=1C587F1C13 92 4FEF(^C) DATA=F3 2 92 7EAC4 3 3 9C6E1 11
( 'C)

< REQUEST MESSAGE

QM-E8F6 B8E7-MQ('C) v TPQT
- RESPONSE MESSAGE > ^ I to I

FAILC^C)
-- CONFIRM MESSAGE

KEY=1C587F1C13 92 4FEF('C) DATA=F3 292 7EAC4 3 3 9C6E1 1 1
(
' C)

< REQUEST MESSAGE

KILL("C)
KILL MESSAGE

OPTION COMPLETED BUT FAILED, RETEST COUNT=4000 ( 'C)
< COMPLETION MESSAGE

Example A. 1.5
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A. 2 Binary Debug Suboption

A. 2.1 Example of Test Session

This example depicts a complete test session. The test session starts with a READY
MESSAGE and proceeds with a series of n tests (i.e., test 1, test 2, test n). Each

test consists of a REQUEST MESSAGE and a RESPONSE MESSAGE. There is no

CONFIRM MESSAGE. Notice that test 1, for example, includes a REQUEST MESSAGE
which contains data for which a MAC must be computed, but NOT compared to a MAC
which may appear in the message (in this example, there is no MAC in the data to

be compared against). However, test 2, for example, includes a REQUEST MESSAGE
which contains an error in the testing protocol (ie., "DAXX:" instead of "DATA=") so

the MVS provides a RESPONSE MESSAGE which indicates that it found an error in the

REQUEST MESSAGE. The test session ends when the DUT sends a KILL MESSAGE
to the MVS.
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DUT MVS

READY ("C)
READY MESSAGE

KEY=984 5F14 92 9EA8 62A(-^C) DATA=59 2 3 6D8E92 3 9BC60111
( ^C)

REQUEST MESSAGE

QM-7BDA 3ED0-MQ("C)
RESPONSE MESSAGE -

TEST 1

KEY=A946025A3AFB973B(^C) DAXX: 6A347E9FA24ACD71111 ( ^C)
REQUEST MESSAGE

QM- * -MQ("C)
- RESPONSE MESSAGE -

TEST 2

KEY=1C587F1C13 9 2 4FEF(^C) DATA=2FE31E8B6FBC5E3 9111 ("C)
REQUEST MESSAGE

QM-F23D D241-MQ('^C)
- RESPONSE MESSAGE -

TEST 3

KEY=7 52 9D3 2C58D02F1A(^C) DATA=03 51A6C1A9 552E8211111 (^C)
REQUEST MESSAGE

QM-B987 A362-MQ(^C)
RESPONSE MESSAGE -

TEST n

KILL(^C)
KILL MESSAGE

Example A. 2.1
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A.3 Coded Character Set Entire Message/No Editing

Validate Suboption

A. 3.1 Example of Successfully Completed Test Session

This example depicts a successfully completed test session for the Coded Character

Set Entire Message/No Editing Validate Suboption. This example is applicable to all four

Coded Character Set Validate Suboptions. For the other Coded Character Set Validate

Suboptions, the example would be the same, except for the values of the MACs which

would change from one suboption to another. The test session starts with a READY
MESSAGE which is followed by a series often (10) KEY MESSAGES and a CONTINUE
MESSAGE. The test session then proceeds with a series of n tests (i.e., test 1, test 2,

test n). Each test consists of a REQUEST MESSAGE, a RESPONSE MESSAGE,
and a CONFIRM MESSAGE. Notice that tests 1 and 2, for example, both include a

REQUEST MESSAGE which begins with "DATA=" indicating that a MAC must be

computed, but not compared to a MAC which may or may not appear in the message.

Also notice that test 1, for example, includes a REQUEST MESSAGE which contains

a message properly formatted according to the coded character set rules of ANSI X9.9.

However, test 2, for example, includes a REQUEST MESSAGE which contains a message

that is not properly formatted according to the coded character set rules of ANSI X9.9

(in this example, the message identifier field (MID) is missing its closing explicit delimiter

"-MX"). Even though the proper response is not a valid MAC, the DUT passes the test

for providing the proper response. Notice that tests 3 and n, for example, both include

a REQUEST MESSAGE which begins with "DATAM=" indicating that a MAC must

be computed and compared to a MAC which must appear in the message. The MAC
which appears in the REQUEST MESSAGE in test 3 turns out to be the correct MAC,
hence the proper DUT response is a RESPONSE MESSAGE which includes the proper

MAC with a in the middle. However, the MAC which appears in the REQUEST
MESSAGE in test n turns out to be an incorrect MAC, hence the proper DUT response is

a RESPONSE MESSAGE which includes the improper MAC with a in the middle. In

this example, the DUT passes every test, sends no REPEAT MESSAGES, and does not

send a KILL MESSAGE. Thus, the test session ends with a COMPLETION MESSAGE
which indicates successful completion of the suboption.

Examples of unsuccessfully completed Coded Character Set Suboptions are not de-

picted here, because the protocol is identical to that depicted above in the examples for

the Binary Validate Suboption.
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DUT MVS

READY ("O
READY MESSAGE

KEY=E6A12F079D15C437 (^C) IDA=1357BANKATOBANKB ( "C)
KEY MESSAGE

KEY=2A45AE52C3D68325 ( "C) IDA=KEY2 ('C)
KEY MESSAGE

KEY=CD98AE912580768Cf-^C) rDA=KEY ONE('C)
KEY MESSAGE

CONTI^'TJE(
CONTINUE MESSAGE

KEYS

DATA=QD-8 512 05-DQQK-KEY2 -KQQX-MID—XQQT-TXT—TQ ( "C)
REQUEST MESSAGE

QM-3150 CF93-MQ("C) { TPQT
n'FciDnMQT:' }jrvQ<ihr,7 ^ / I to I 1RESPONSE MESSAGE

PASS (

CONFIRM MESSAGE

DATA=QD-851205-DQQK-KEY2-KQQX-MIDQK--XQQT-TXT-TQ(-C)
REQUEST MESSAGE

QM- * -MQ(-C) { TFOT 0
- RESPONSE MESSAGE > r >

i—^
>
^

PASS ("C)
-- CONFIRM MESSAGE

DATAM=QD-8 512 05-DQQK-KEY3-KQQX-MID-XQQT-TXTXXXX-TQ
QM-E909 C232-MQ{-C)

< _ REQUEST MESSAGE

QM-E909+C232-MQ('C) V TEST 3
- RESPONSE MESSAGE >

PASS(*C)
-- CONFIRM MESSAGE

DATAM=XQT-TXT-TQXQD-8 51211-DQXQM-74 69 5FF0-MQX
QK-KEY3-KQXQX-MID-XQ (-C)

REQUEST MESSAGE

QM-7469*5FF0-MQ('C) >TESTn
- RESPONSE MESSAGE >

PASS ('O
-- CONFIRM MESSAGE

OPTION COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY f "C)
COMPLETION MESSAGE

Example A. 3.1
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A.4 Coded Character Set Entire Message/No Editing

Debug Suboption

A.4.1 Example of Test Session

This example depicts a complete test session. The test session starts with a READY
MESSAGE which is followed by a series of ten (10) KEY MESSAGES and a CONTINUE
MESSAGE. The test session then proceeds with a series of n tests (i.e., test 1, test 2,

test n). Each test consists of a REQUEST MESSAGE and a RESPONSE MESSAGE.
There is no CONFIRM MESSAGE. The test session ends when the DUT sends a KILL

MESSAGE to the MVS.
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DUT MVS

READY (^C)
READY MESSAGE

KEY=AD37C7FD10ABEF5D(^C) IDA=KEY2 (^C)
KEY MESSAGE

KEY=4C40B30D7583F45B('C) IDA=KEY3 (^C)
KEY MESSAGE —

KEYS

KEY=DF4 5FB2F317 3EC8F(^C) IDA=A1B3N5K7 , Q8/WTYZ ( "C)— KEY MESSAGE

CONTINUE (^C)
CONTINUE MESSAGE

DATA=XQT-TXT-TQXQD-851211-DQXQK-KEY5-KQXQX-MID-XQX(^C)
REQUEST MESSAGE >

QM-C23D 4FB2-MQ(^C)
-- RESPONSE MESSAGE

TEST 1

DATA=QD-8512 05QK~DQQK-KEY2-KQQX-MID-XQQT-TXT-TQ(^C)
REQUEST MESSAGE

" TEST 2
QM- * -MQ(^C)
— RESPONSE MESSAGE

DATAM=XQT-TXT-TQXQD-851211-DQYQM-990A OlEC-MQX
QK-KEY2 -KQXQX-MID-XQX (

" C

)

REQUEST MESSAGE
.' TEST 3

QM-990A+01EC-MQ(^C)
-- RESPONSE MESSAGE

DATAM=XQT-TXT-TQXQD-8 5 1 2 1 1-DQYQM- 12 6 6 5 0A6 -MQX
QK-KEY3-KQXQX-MID-XQX ( ^C)

REQUEST MESSAGE

QM-12 66*50A6-MQ(^C)
-- RESPONSE MESSAGE

TEST n

KILL(^C)
KILL MESSAGE

Example A.4.1
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APPENDIX B: SAMPLE VALIDATION CERTIFICATE

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
MESSAGE AUTHENTICATION DEVICE

VALIDATION CERTIFICATE

A message authentication device manufactured by

successfully passed the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) Message Authentication De-

vice Validation l^^s (Version ). The tests were designed to validate conformance

to the NBS Fedw^l Information Processing Standards Publication (FIPS PUB) 113,

Computer Data /fmhentication, and the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)

Revised Standard X9.9-1986, Financial Institution Message Authentication (Wholesale).

The following hardware anJksoftware components were validated:

Hardware:
A

Model: Serial No:

Software:

Version:
M

The device passed the NBS validation tests fo|^e following ANSI X9.9 options:

Binary Option (FIPS 113)

t

E
Devices bearing the above identification and manufactured to the same design specifica-

tions may be labelled as complying with the NBS validation tests for the options listed

above. No tests other than those described in the NBS Message Authentication Code

(MAC) Validation System: Requirements and Procedures were performed and no war-

ranty of the device by the NBS is either expressed or implied.

Dated:

Signed:

Manager, Security Technology Group

Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology

National Bureau of Standards
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